The General Assembly Committees (The Human Rights, Environmental and Cultural, Disarmament and International Security and Political Committees) have a Plenary session at the last day of the conference (28 March). Committees present their resolutions in order the GA can consider them.

**Proposing for discussion and General procedure**

Only ONE resolution will be discussed at the GA Plenary session. Main-Submitter of the committee resolution presents it to the House and explains why this resolution needs to be discussed at the GA. The resolution that will be put into discussion should be the most arguable and debatable. Each country delegation should choose the resolution that seems more important for them. The GA improves it and works it out. Main-submitter should persuade the GA to vote for his resolution as collective efforts make it complete and constructive. Amendments and note-passing are out of order at this time.

**Voting procedure**

There is voting procedure after all the committees present their resolutions. The GA votes separately for each resolution. Abstentions are out order. One speech per resolution is to be read by the main submitter before voting on resolutions. Two resolutions that have the biggest quantity of votes pass the voting. Then co-submitters (not all of them, just one) introduce speeches in favor of passed resolutions. Then delegates are asked to re-vote for two resolutions which have passed the previous voting. The resolution, that has more votes than another is to be debated during the GA. Then a recess is made.

After the recess the GA proceeds with discussing chosen resolution due to standard rules of procedure. Three other resolutions pass automatically as the GA decides that they do not need to be discussed.
Scheme

In order to provide clearer understanding of the General Assembly procedure, the scheme of processing of the resolution is presented below.

- **Human Rights**
- **Environmental**
- **Political**
- **Disarmament**

*One speech of Main Submitter per resolution of the committee*

Voting for 2 resolutions only

(for example) **Human Rights** **Political**

*One speech of the Co-Submitter per the resolution of the committee*

Voting for one the resolution to discuss

(for example) **Human Rights**

P.S. Each voting is followed by division of the house.

All other resolutions automatically pass.